Seeking Nominations for

Master Steinologist and the Walt Vogdes Service Award
Nominations for the 2012 Master Steinologist and Walt Vogdes Service Awards are
being requested from any chapter or SCI member. Nominees must be a member of
SCI in good standing. The criteria for each of these prestigious awards is given below:

Master Steinologist

Walt Vogdes Service Award

The nominee must:
1. Have been published in Prosit, the SCI
website or other SCI endorsed media.

1. Must be widely recognized as having
performed exceptional service for SCI.

2.

Be recognized as a knowledgeable
expert in some aspect of beer stein
collecting.

3. Have demonstrated a prolific willingness to openly share stein knowledge
with other members of SCI.
Please send all new and updated nominations to the chairman of the Master
Steinologist Nominating Committee:
Phil Masenheimer
408 North K St
Tacoma, WA 98403-1619
mplusten@comcast.net
Nominations should be submitted in narative form with as much factual details as
possible in order to improve the chances
of your nomination. Please spell out abbreviations to avoid confusion.

2. Criteria to be considered include offices
held, contributions at the national level,
service at the chapter level, and any
other forms of service. Speaking, publishing and otherwise sharing expertise,
which are proper qualifications for the
Master Steinologist Award, are secondary considerations for the service award.
3. Although no specific duration of service
is mandated, it is normally expected that
the service will have been provided over
a minimum of several years.
4. Current office holders are not eligible for
nomination until after they leave office.
Nominations should be sent to the Executive Director of SCI:
David Bruha
1142 Weeping Willow Cir.
Wisconsin Rapids, Wl 54494
dsbruha@wctc.net

Nominations are due by April 1, and must be in writing and include the name and qualifications of the nominee and the name and contact address of the nominator.
Forms have been mailed to each chapter contact, and are also available for printing on
the SCI web site in the Members Only area, under SCI Business/Forms.
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Seen recently on eBay

A Beautiful Art Nouveau
Enameled G l a s s Serving
Stein
Admittedly quite a beautiful piece (figures 1
and 2), a recent eBay auction provided the
description given below. Although unable to
identify the maker, the seller did not hesitate
to refer to glass producers Theresienthal
and Poschinger as well as the historic Venetian glass makers and even those of ancient
Rome!
The
misspellings
and
misstatements in this description have been
maintained.

ART GLASS VASE PITCHER VITERARII FACON DE VENICE
THERESIENTHAL POSCHINGER
ERA

RARE FIND A
BEAUTIFUL ART GLASS
DECANTER,
PITCHER,
BATTER
or
SYRUP PITCHER
?? ENAMELED JUGENSTIL ERA I WOULD HAVE THOUGHT THE
ENAMEL
WAS DONE BY MONT JOY
LEGRAS or Josef Ahne or Moser, But it had
the German style pewter Lid. So was it Bohemian or French or German Art Glass ?
Regardless it is in EXCELLENT CONDITION other then lid is slight off center &
STANDS 12 1/2 " Tall WITH LID 15" TALL
HERE IS
THE NEW CURRENT UPDATE
FROM A
FELLOW EBAYER:
"By the way I found an exact picture of what
was thought a batter decanter with a Pewter
stein cover. It was not made in Germany,
Austria or bohemia it was made by Jews in
Venice for German export. This is 18th C.
post Holy Roman Empire and during the
Hapsburgs rule. This was called the "viterarii" styles usally described as facon de
venise. Roland"
UPDATE: Poschinger still has the best reputation for Art Nouveau glass in the world &
I have found the flower & leaves on A documented very old POSCHINGER
vase,
which looks very simular to this enameled
floral design.
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In Sept. of 1836Ffranz Steigerwald foundedTtheresienthal,
under the guidence of
King Ludwig I of Bavaria.
In 1861 the "glass baron" Michael von
Poschinger succeeded
Steigerwald taking
over the factory "Theresienthal"
Famous designers created collections &
won prizes at the international trade fairs in
1840 & 1867 & in 1937
I must state at this point that the color yellowish green is a "Theresienthal" color.
There was always copy
Heckert, in one article
hutte who was also
the closest to the fine
Theresienthal.

competion such as
I read Josephinenin Bavaira came
quality & decor as

I make every effort to research & correctly
describe items, I'm No Expert, just a Novice
collecter
Editor's notes:
vitrearii - The glassmakers and glassblowers of ancient Rome,
facon de Venise - Literally, in the fashion of
Venice.
Legras & Cie - a glasshouse producing
cameo glass in St. Denis, near Paris.
They also used the mark Mont Joye &
Cie.
Josef Ahne - Enamelled figural compositions on opaline blanks based on Italian
& German oil paintings.
I'm surprised that despite the seller's claim
to "make every effort to research & correctly
describe the items" so many misspellings
crept in, and I am amazed that the careful
research pinpointed Munich as being "very
close" to Bavaria. This piece was listed for
$7,749.99, then $7,474.77 then $7,449.99.
If you are interested at that price, I suspect
the stein has been or will be relisted on
eBay, perhaps next time for a "bargain
price", perhaps as low as $7,000!

RESEARCHING I FOUND IT CONFUSING
AS MOST PEWTER LIDS
WERE
GERMAN, yet this Enameled design, pattern
was not original to Germany, but MUNICH
GERMANY was very close to Bavaria.
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IDENTIFYING FAIENCE
STEINS - PART 3
By William Hamer

RHEINSBERG (1762-1866)
Very little is written about the Rheinsberg
factory. The town of Rheinsberg is located
in central Germany north of Berlin. It was
started around 1762 under the direction of
Johann Georg von Reisenitz. Its most
known manager was Carl Friedrich
Lüdicke, who after starting a factory in
Berlin in 1756 left there and came to
Rheinsberg around 1770. It is unknown
when he left the factory.
Rheinsberg
faience steins do not come on the market
very often, as I only have 34 total steins for
sale out of over 8300 that are in my faience
stein sales database. One of my reference
books indicates that faience production
may have stopped and stoneware production begun around 1787, which would mean
that faience was only produced for 25 years
and could be the reason for so few faience
steins appearing on the market.

STEIN BODY:
Figure 1 shows a typical Rheinsberg stein.
The body has straight sides at the bottom
and the top is indented where the lid ring
fits. As you can see the pewter base is
missing, which is typical for northern
faience steins.
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STEIN HANDLE:

MARKS:

Atypical Rheinsberg handle is shown in figure 2. The handle is tapered from top to
bottom and has a cross-section of a D (flat
on the inside and rounded on the outside).
The top handle attachment flares out
slightly while the bottom handle attachment
has a rounded point and is pushed in in the
middle, as can be seen in the photo.

Unusual for faience steins, most Rheinsberg steins that I have seen are marked.
The usual mark is a joined RL, often with a
+ underneath, which is thought to stand for
Rheinsberg-Lüdicke.
Although some
marks are very clear others are not. Often
the RL can look like just an R and at other
times it may not even appear to be an R.
Figures 3a - 3d show the 4 marks that are
on the Rheinsberg steins that I own and
show the variations that appear in the
marks.

figure 2

DECORATION:
There are several decoration styles that
also help to identify a Rheinsberg stein, especially when you can't see the handle design and maybe not even the bottom of the
stein where it would be marked. Most
steins decorated with a figural theme have
the figure in the center of the stein with
grass/leafy decorations on either side of the
figure (as can be seen in figure 1).
The cloud decoration seen in the background is also unique. They have two or
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figure 6

three vertical brush strokes with one horizontal brush stroke underneath. Figure 4
shows a close-up of the cloud decoration.
The side decorations are often a tree that
appears to be on an island. The island is
usually only half colored in, and the tree
can be a palm tree or pine tree. When a
palm tree, the tree has leaves at the top
and the middle of the tree. Figures 5 and
5a show a typical side decoration with the
palm tree. If you look at Figure 2, you can
see the pine tree side decoration.

PEWTER WORK:
Some Rheinsberg steins have unique
pewter work. Three of the four Rheinsberg
steins that I own have this pewter work.
The pewter work is done by Michael Gottlieb Hardert of Stettin (Poland) and the unusual feature is that the bottom pewter is a
ring rather than a full pewter base, which
allows the mark on the bottom of the stein
to show. The side of the base ring is
straight to go with the straight side of the

figure 7c

stein. Figure 6 shows the pewter marks of
this maker.
Figures 7a-c show a Rheinsberg stein sold
at the 2010 SCI convention. It shows every
decoration technique discussed in this article; a central figure with grass and leaves
on either side, cloud decorations in the
background, side decoration with pine tree
on a half colored island, and finally the
mark on the bottom. See additional examples of this factory on the next two pages.

